
 
RIB rafting trip to the Sværholt peninsula and spend the night at 
Tamsøya 
 
Experience the Sværholt peninsula from the sea. We make landfall in magical Castle bay, and 
combine this refreshing rafting trip with spending the night at Tamsøya.  
 
 

 
Maybe there’ll be cloudberries for dessert 

 
 

The southern end of the island 
 
Practical info and pricing 
 
The trip begins in Repvåg at 2pm from the old ferry peer. If you are in need of a parking 
space for your car, we have free and available spots along the fence of the big blue house 
with an adjacent red barn. Here you’ll embark onto our 35 feet, 600 horse-powered RIB boat 
with a top speed of 50 knots, after being equipped with a floatation suit and life vest, of 
course.  
Olaf, your captain, will take you along on a rafting trip like none other. From the very 
beginning this is a beautiful experience, as we pass the Repvåg cliffs where herds of shags 
nest. Next up is Sjåholmen – an uninhabited little island with a rich birdlife and wild 
landscape on the northern side, before we pass Lille Tamsøy – the little sister to Tamsøya. 
Then, the most remote part of the trip is coming up – the north-eastern side of the 
Porsanger fjord, and Slottsvika – Castle Bay. If the weather allows it, we’ll make landfall here 
and explore the shoreline and its spectacular sights.



 
The tower at Castle Bay 

 
From one of the rooms  

 
 

A part of the stone castle
 
After Castle Bay, we’ll follow the eastern sea line of the Sværholt peninsula past Sinkelvik, 
Horrvika, Brennvika and Kjæsklubben, before we finally head towards Tamsøya. We estimate 
this reach the island at about 5pm.    
 
Once here, you’ll be greeted in surroundings reminiscent of the 50’s. The buildings are still 
the very same ones they erected during the post-WWII era, and not much (sans 
maintenance, of course) has been altered since. You’ll light the fire with birch firewood 
provided by us, and in the evening, we’ll cook dinner on the grill. In the morning, breakfast 
with homemade bread will be served in the old berry shed, before we depart back to Repvåg 
at 11am.  
 
The following conditions must be met for us to be able to arrange the trip: weather and a 
minimum of signups. We’ll update you with further info on this when it’s getting close to 
your booked trip. 
 
Total price per person: 4000NOK 
 
 
 


